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These places are too far west to be prominent in manufacturing but
are centers of local trade from which cattle, wheat, and other farm products
are shipped eastward. In A565 many of these cities form little stars be-
cause the plain permits railroads to come to them from all directions.
Moving east once more we see that in the northern parts of Minnesota,
Wisconsin, and Michigan (around Lake Superior and the northern portion
of Lake Michigan) the railroads form a more open net than in the prairie
belt that we have just examined. Here, in spite of abundant iron ore and
copper, the population is sparse because the low glaciated stumps of old
mountains have somewhat the same inhospitable quality as those north
of Lake Superior in the Canadian Shield, The summers are warmer
than there, to be sure, which is a help to crops, but the soil is poor and
rocky, and agriculture does not thrive. At Duluth, however, on the west-
ern bay of Lake Superior, and farther southat St. Paul and Minneapolis in
Minnesota, great cities have grown up, as is evident from the way in
which railroads converge from all directions. South of Milwaukee, the
chief city of Wisconsin, the railways become part of the extremely dense
net which surrounds Chicago, the most wonderful railroad center in the
world.
Going on to the south and a little west past Peoria in Illinois we cross
into Missouri and find that St. Louis forms another great railway center.
Southwest of it, however, an almost bare patch is conspicuous on the map
because it has only a few railroads running across it from east to west, and
none from north to south. This patch shows how much effect even such
low mountains as the Ozarks have upon transportation. Note, too, how
dense the railroad netris just east of the Ozarks. Many railroads are there
forced to run close together in the valleys of the Mississippi and Arkansas
Rivers where Memphis in Tennessee and Little Rock in Arkansas gather
the traffic to themselves. Farther south the state of Mississippi has only
a fair number of railroads, while those of Louisiana are concentrated along
the Mississippi and Red Rivers. New Orleans has been slow in develop-
ing as a railroad center because it had no bridge across the Mississippi
River until 1935.
From Chicago and St. Louis a dense railway net extends eastward
to New Jersey and southern New England. The continental map (A566)
shows that from Detroit a similar net runs north of Lake Erie and down
the St. Lawrence Valley. North of Grand Rapids and Flint, however,
Michigan's railway net (A565) thins out, for farming and lumbering do
not support so dense a population as does manufacturing. It is not sur-
prising that there are many railroads south and east of Chicago. Not
only is the country level and easily traversed, but also it is highly fertile,
and large manufacturing cities are numerous. Indiana supplies Gary,

